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Team leaders:  and Stéphane Lefrancq Marie-Astrid Le Theule

Management, control and organization is a research team of Lirsa that brings together lecturers and researchers in 
. This team can also welcome as associateaccounting, control and audit, and in human resources and law

members researchers working in other higher education institutions, in research organizations or in companies.

Management, control and organization is a research team of the Lirsa with about 40 members.

Their works bear a common interest for the interactions between governance and performance of public and private
organizations. Their works are discussed at a monthly seminar, where external researchers are also frequently invited.

The main recipients of the activities of the team

The main recipients of the PO team's activities are:

the scientific community and academic associations in which many Po researchers are very involved
socio-economic and cultural players and public authorities (Ordre des Experts-Comptables, Compagnie des
Commissaires aux Comptes, Autorité des Normes Comptables, international standard-setting bodies);
students: the "teaching-research" link, which is the basis of higher education, aims to enable students to benefit
from the results of the work carried out by the teacher-researchers, in particular through the teaching,
conferences and numerous educational publications of the members of the Po team;
citizens: the team researchers regularly appear in "general public" media and in the press and wish to contribute
to the public debate on societal issues related to their fields of research (SRI, standardization, public policies,
actions and management, university management, CSR, skills and performance management, professional
training, digital transformation and Artificial Intelligence, managerial innovations, etc.)
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The research conducted within the framework of the team has in common a certain vision of management sciences,
beyond the techniques that are specific to them.

The members

Members of the team

AHIZI Dorcas

ANGELERGUES Gaëlle

BENSIMHON Larry (HDR)

BOISMAIN Corinne

BURLAUD Alain (HDR)

CAPPELLETTI Laurent (HDR)

CAKAR Coskun - Senior Lecturer

CHABAS-LAQUIEZE Cécile

CHAMBOST Isabelle

CHATELAIN-PONROY Stéphanie - Co-director of Lirsa (HDR)

CONDOMINES Bérangère (HDR)

DEJOUX Cécile (HDR)

DO BENOIT Thi-Thu-Hien

DUFOUR Nicolas

GRALL Bénédicte

GRESELLE Olfa

LARTIGAU Jérôme

LE NOUVEL Anne

LE THEULE Marie-Astrid
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LEFRANCQ Stéphane

LEPERS Xavier

LEVY Aldo

MARTIN Marielle

PENNAFORTE Antoine

SALGADO Maria Beatriz (HDR)

SECCIA Michel

TONDEUR Hubert (HDR)

VIDAL Olivier

WANG-FOUCHER Haiying

ZIMNOVITCH Henri (HDR)

News & upcoming events from the team

Since 2007, research seminars are organized by the team once a month. These seminars are open to all
members of the team: senior and junior researchers, associate researchers and PhD students. They allow
participants to present and discuss work in progress (research in progress before external submission, thesis
progress, readings and commentary of research articles...). They also provide a space to invite researchers from
other institutions. The team's doctoral students also present their work in this context, either a progress report on
their thesis, or a pre-submission of their doctoral work.

These seminars can also be an opportunity to present a "training" point related to research, such as literature
seminars, methodology seminars, discussion of a research article, presentation of the different funding of
research projects, presentation of the aid and support provisions for research, etc.

Upcoming events

7é Séminaire de recherche - Pilotage des organisations

April 23, 2024
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8é Séminaire de recherche - Pilotage des organisations

June 4, 2024
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